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Abstract
Ensuring that all the users see the same state of a Collaborative Virtual Environment (CVE) at the same time is
very important to provide effective collaboration between these users. Absolute consistency is nearly impossible
to achieve because it would prejudice the system responsiveness duringuser interactions. Consequently, existing
solutions make a trade-off between consistency and system responsiveness according to their own requirements.
We propose a new adaptive data distribution model that is able to dynamically change data distribution according
to application requirements, user’s actions and functions that virtual objects fulfill in the virtual environment. Our
solutions can deal with several kinds of requirements imposed by various applications and network constraints.
The choice of the data distribution can be made at the object level becauseall the objects of a virtual environment
do not necessarily have the same need for consistency. Finally, we evaluate this model for collaborative scientific
data visualization using a client/server architecture and HTTP/HTTPS connections. The results show that our
model can minimize both interaction latency and gap in consistency between users, so it enables users to always
perform real-time interactions in a consistent CVE.

Categories and Subject Descriptors(according to ACM CCS): Information Interfaces and Presentation [H.5.3]:
Group and Organization Interfaces—Computer-supported cooperative work; Computer-Communication Networks
[C.2.4]: Distributed Systems—Distributed applications; Computer Graphics [I.3.7]: 3-Dimensional Graphics and
Realism—Virtual reality

1. Introduction

Collaborative Virtual Environments (CVE) enable several
users to work together in a natural way and provide them
with a truly interactive experience. When the users are not
located in the same geographical place, each user uses his
own computer to have individual interaction capability and
to meet the other users in the same virtual environment. So
collaborative work must be achieved over a local area net-
work (LAN) or a wide area network (WAN) that connect
users’ computers, which we will call “nodes”. For example,
remote experts can analyze scientific data together using an
Internet connection. Such network connections have a strong
impact on the consistency of the shared virtual environment
because they delay transmissions of state modifications.
Moreover, some users can interact in a CVE through im-

mersive devices, powerful computers, and high-bandwidth
network connections, while some other users share the same
CVE through simple workstations and low-bandwidth net-
work connections. Even if inadequately powered computers
or low-bandwidth network connections put some users at a
disadvantage, these users have the right to share the same
state of the virtual environment as the other users. Ensuring
CVE consistency is the best way to make an effective col-
laboration possible between users because it prevents mis-
understandings when users perform collaborative tasks.

To define the consistency of a CVE, Delaney et al.
[DWM06] explain that a CVE must be considered as a dis-
tributed database with users modifying it in real-time. Con-
sistency maintenance consists in ensuring that this database
is the same for all the users, i.e. users observe or interact
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with the same data. Consistency is directly linked to system
responsiveness. This responsiveness during interactions can
be quantified by the system latency, i.e. the time between
user’s action and system response. This latency is due to
transmission time over the network and to processing delays
of the events. According to Delaney et al. [DWM06], max-
imum values for latency fluctuate between 40 and 300 ms
to ensure real-time interactions, and a maximum latency of
100 ms seems sufficient for most of applications. Improving
the consistency of a CVE can increase latency during inter-
actions and vice versa. Users can get annoyed with this lack
of responsiveness, so CVE systems must reach a trade-off
between consistency and responsiveness.

We propose an adaptive data distribution model to deal
with several kinds of requirements imposed by various appli-
cations and different network constraints. This model makes
it possible to dynamically change the data distribution dur-
ing a collaborative session to adapt it to the tasks that users
perform in the virtual environment. The choice of the data
distribution can be made at the object level rather than at the
application level, because all the objects of a virtual environ-
ment do not necessarily have the same need for consistency.

In this paper, Section 2 examines the data distribution
used in existing CVE systems and its impact on consistency
and system responsiveness. Section 3 presents our adaptive
data distribution model. Then section 4 describes how this
model has been used in a CVE system dedicated to scien-
tific data visualization. Finally, section 5 compares measure-
ments of gap in consistency and responsiveness with the dif-
ferent data distribution modes proposed in our model.

2. Related Work

As stated by Macedonia et al. [MZ97], the location of the
virtual environment data (i.e. geometric data, textures, etc.)
is a critical decision when designing a CVE system. It deter-
mines which computers store this data and which computers
execute the processing related to each virtual object. We dis-
tinguish three data distribution modes: centralized, homoge-
neously replicated, and partially replicated. Further details
about the impact of system architectures on CVE consis-
tency can be founded in [FDGA10].

2.1. Shared centralized world

Some systems such as Vistel [YTAK95] use a database
shared by all the nodes. All the CVE data is stored on a
central server (client/server network architecture). Similarly,
virtual object behaviors are executed on this server. When
a user wants to modify an object, he sends a request to the
server. It processes the modification request, then transmits
the up-to-date state of the object to all the nodes, including
the one that has asked for modification. This method implic-
itly ensures consistency between all the nodes and avoids
data replication, but it has two main drawbacks:

• Each modification request has to pass through the server
before returning to the user’s node. So the transmission
delays can introduce latency during user interactions.

• With many users, a performance “bottleneck" can appear
on the server because it has to send updates to all the
nodes at the same time (especially when usingunicast).

2.2. Homogeneous replicated world

In many CVE systems such as SIMNET [CDG∗93] or
MR Toolkit [SG93], all nodes are initialized with a same
database that contains all information about the virtual envi-
ronment (geometric models, textures, object behaviors, etc.).
Similarly, bcDSG [NLSG03] replicate a shared scene graph
on all the nodes. The data can already be present on the node
when the user logs in (as in most video games). Otherwise,
data must be replicated from a server or from the other nodes
already connected. During a session, the database evolves
independently on each node and all object behaviors are ex-
ecuted locally. A synchronization mechanism can be used
to control the executions of behaviors on each node. Object
modifications are performed locally before being sent to the
other nodes by using update messages. So latency is very low
during user interactions. Only update messages are transmit-
ted over the network in order to enable all nodes to update
their database. So few messages are transmitted over the net-
work. However, data replication also has some drawbacks:

• Data replication can introduce inconsistencies between
users’ states of the virtual environment because delays or
losses during transmission of update messages can appear.

• Users can locally perform object modification, and some
conflicts can only occurred when the modifications are
transmitted to the other nodes. So additional mechanisms
must be used to manage concurrent access to the objects.

• This solution is not really appropriate for very large data
sets such as scientific data or complex CAD models, be-
cause each node may store all the data.

2.3. Partially replicated world

Many CVE systems choose hybrid solutions between totally
centralized and totally replicated data distributions to avoid
some of their drawbacks. These solutions distribute the data
and their processing among the nodes. For example, RAVE
[GAW09] uses a central server to process object behaviors,
and uses asynchronous transmission to perform “best effort”
collaboration. Nodes maintain a local copy of the virtual en-
vironment, only receiving update messages from the server.

DIVE [FS98] distributes the virtual object data among
the nodes: when a new user joins a collaborative session,
only the necessary objects are replicated on his node instead
of downloading the whole virtual environment data. The
database can be seen as a shared and distributed memory.
DIVE uses peer-to-peer connections to manage communica-
tions between nodes (transmissions of updates or object data
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when necessary), but it also uses a server to backup the dis-
tributed data. It is useful to save the whole state of the virtual
environment when users log out, to restore a session later, or
to transmit the current state to a new user. With this kind of
data distribution, many users can share a very large amount
of data without necessarily replicating all this data on each
node. However, if a user needs additional objects during the
session, they must be dynamically downloaded. Moreover,
consistency is hard to maintain and induces a high commu-
nication cost between nodes. Indeed, update messages must
be sent to all the nodes, because a node cannot know which
other nodes shared the same objects.

To reduce this communication cost, BrickNet [SSP∗95]
uses a server to keep information about the shared objects:
access rights, ownership, list of nodes that share the object.
When a user wants to modify an object, his node must first
ask the server for the modification rights on this object (only
one user can modify an object at the same time). When its
request is granted, it can modify this object locally and trans-
mit the new object state to the server. Then the server trans-
mits this new state only to the nodes that require an update.
With this approach, the server eases the consistency mainte-
nance and the concurrent access management.

In OpenMASK [MAC∗02], each object behavior is exe-
cuted only on one node. To achieve this, a referent/proxy
paradigm is used for each object. The referent is assigned
to a particular node and defines the object behavior. On the
other nodes, proxies are created to represent the object. A
proxy provides the same interface as the remote referent
(same inputs, same outputs, etc.). However, no processing
is done locally and the proxy is driven by its referent. The
OpenMASK kernel maintains the consistency between the
referent and its proxies. When a user modifies an object
whose referent is on his node, the object is first locally mod-
ified, then an update is sent to all the other nodes. But, when
a user modifies an object whose referent is on a remote node,
the modification is first computed on the node that owns
the referent. Then the remote node transmits updates to all
the nodes, including the node that asked for modification. In
this second scenario, transmission delays on the network can
introduce latency during interactions, but migration mecha-
nisms can be used to move the referent to the interacting user
node [DZ06]. This referent/proxy paradigm makes it possi-
ble: (1) to combine the processing power of all the nodes,
(2) to ensure a better consistency of the virtual environment,
and (3) to manage concurrent access to the objects implicitly
(only the referent can be directly or indirectly modified).

Similarly, Schmalstieg et al. [SRH03] proposes to use
referent/proxy paradigm to distribute a shared scene graph.
Each node only replicated a part of the scene graph accord-
ing to its location in the virtual world. Nongraphical applica-
tion data are also embedded in the scene graph. For each ob-
ject, a particular node is responsible for processing its data.
A migration mechanisms can be used to change this node.

All these hybrid solutions mix features of the centralized
world and features of the totally replicated world to meet
particular requirements of consistency and responsiveness.
The partially replicated world enables CVE systems to make
a trade-off between the advantages and drawbacks of the
two other data distributions. For example, replicating only
the necessary objects on each node avoids replicating all the
data as in the centralized world, and it makes the system as
responsive as in the replicated world. However, these hybrid
solutions also have some drawbacks: in the previous exam-
ple, the consistency is still hard to maintain.

2.4. Synthesis

A universal solution, which would meet the requirements of
all CVE systems, does not yet exist. Existing CVE systems
have chosen the most adapted data distribution mode to meet
their requirements, and they have done a trade-off between
CVE consistency and system responsiveness. So each solu-
tion has some advantages, but also some drawbacks. It would
be interesting to combine the advantages of each solution to
deal with several kinds of application and several network
capabilities. Contrary to the network architecture that is of-
ten imposed by the technical requirements, the data distri-
bution can be adapted according to the application require-
ments (collaboration, interactivity, etc.), the tasks that users
are performing during a session, and the functions that the
objects fulfill in the virtual environment.

3. A New Adaptive Data Distribution

Some applications require a good responsiveness to user’s
actions, while some others require a strong consistency of
the virtual environment. Moreover, during the same col-
laborative session, some manipulation tasks require a good
responsiveness, while some collaboration tasks require a
strong consistency. Finally, in a same virtual environment,
some objects shared by several users can require a strong
consistency, while some other objects do not. Consequently,
it would be interesting to adapt the data distribution to each
particular case, especially when the network capabilities are
limited (low bandwidth, high latency). So we propose an
adaptive data distribution model to reach the best trade-off
between consistency and responsiveness according to the re-
quirements of each case and to the network constraints.

This adaptive data distribution model is based on a refer-
ent/proxy paradigm that enables our CVE system to:

• implement the three modes of data distribution,
• define a particular data distribution mode for each object,
• dynamically change the data distribution mode.

On each node, an object is represented by a referent or a
proxy. A referent stores the application data of the object,
executes the object behavior, and processes the modification
requests for this object. According to the data distribution, a
referent can also send update messages to its proxies on the
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Proxy (a) stores up-to-date object data, contrary
to proxy (b) which only updates the visual representation

other nodes. A proxy only stores the application data of the
object and updates this data when it receives update mes-
sages from a remote referent (see Figure1(a)). So a proxy
performs no processing locally, but it keeps an up-to-date
state of the object and transmits the modification requests
from the user of its node to a remote referent. Even if the
proxy has the same inputs and outputs as a referent, it is nec-
essarily controlled by a remote referent.

This first referent/proxy distribution (see Figure1(a))
makes an easy migration of the referent possible (see part
3.3), because all the application data is already on the proxy.
When a proxy must become a referent, it has just to start to
process the object behavior and the modification requests.
No additional data transfers are required, but the applica-
tion data are replicated on all the nodes. If we do not want
to replicate this data, it is possible to use a second refer-
ent/proxy distribution: a proxy can directly update the object
outputs (visual representation, sound, etc.) when it receives
an update message from a referent, but it does not store any
data in the application part (see Figure1(b)). In this case,
application data is not replicated, so it requires transferring
all this data to achieve a migration of the referent.

3.1. Three Modes of Data Distribution

According to the location of the object referent, three modes
of data distribution can be implemented without major sys-
tem modifications. Each data distribution mode meets partic-
ular requirements of consistency and responsiveness. In this
part, gap in consistency (GC) and interaction latency (IL)
are quantified in an abstract way according to the valueL
of network latency. This network latencyL corresponds to
the time needed to transmit a message between two nodes or
between a node and a server. To simplify the explanations,
we assume that processing delays of events (updates, mod-
ification requests) are negligible in comparison to network
latency. Actual measurements of interaction latency and gap
in consistency can be found in section5.

3.1.1. Centralized Mode

To achieve a centralized data distribution for an object, only
one referent is put on a server. All the other nodes have a

Figure 2: Modification of an object in centralized mode

proxy that is controlled by the referent on the server. Behav-
ior and modification requests are processed on the server,
and then update messages are sent to all the nodes. SoGC is
quasi-null if all the nodes have similar network connections,
but IL is about 2L during user interactions (see Figure2).

3.1.2. Hybrid Mode

To achieve a hybrid data distribution for an object, only one
referent is put on a particular node. All the other nodes have
an object proxy that is controlled by this remote referent.
For behavior execution and modification processing,GC is
quasi-null for all nodes, except for the node which owns the
referent: it perceives the object state with an advance ofL in
comparison with the other nodes.IL can be quasi-null if the
user interacts with the referent (see Figure3(a)), but it can be
about 2L if the user interacts with a proxy (see Figure3(b)).
However, migration mechanism can be used to move the ref-
erent to the interacting user node (see part3.3)

Figure 3: Modification of an object in hybrid mode when
user is interacting with the referent (a) or with a proxy (b)
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Figure 4: Modification of an object in replicated mode

3.1.3. Replicated Mode

To achieve a replicated data distribution for an object, the
referent/proxy paradigm must be adapted: one referent for
this object is put on each node. The object behavior is exe-
cuted on each node and no update messages are sent between
nodes. So the gap in consistency can be very large if no syn-
chronization mechanism is used between nodes. A synchro-
nization mechanism enables object behavior to be executed
at the same time on each node, and reduces the gap in con-
sistency. For modification, requests are processed locally on
the interacting user node, then update messages are sent to
the other nodes (see Figure4). SoIL is quasi-null, butGC is
aboutL for modifications.

This data distribution mode offers at least the same or
better responsiveness during user interactions than the hy-
brid mode. However, to guarantee the same CVE consis-
tency between all the nodes, a strong synchronization must
be achieved, especially with objects whose behavior inde-
pendently evolves in time. Processing all the object behav-
iors on each node and achieving the synchronization cost a
lot of processing power on each node, so it can reduce the
user interaction capability. Moreover, simultaneous interac-
tions with a same object by remote users are quite impossible
because each node locally computes its own modifications.

3.1.4. Quantitative comparison of the three modes

Table1 summarizes values of interaction latency and gap in
consistency of the three data distribution modes. This table
takes into account the time between a user’s action and the
system response on his node (userIL), on the other users

Data distribution mode user IL others IL GC

Centralized 2L 2L 0

Hybrid
Referent on user node

0 (referent) L (proxy) L (ref. ↔ proxy)
0 (proxy↔ proxy)

Hybrid
Proxy on user node

2L (proxy) L (referent)
2L (proxy)

L (ref. ↔ proxy)
0 (proxy↔ proxy)

Replicated 0 L L

Table 1: Interaction latency and gap in consistency for user
interaction according to the data distribution mode

node (othersIL), and the gap in consistency between these
users (GC). We can see that only the centralized mode guar-
antees a perfect consistency, whereas the replicated mode
makes low latency during interactions possible. Finally, the
hybrid mode can ensure at the same time a good consistency
and low latency interactions, but it requires to move the ob-
ject referent to the interacting user node.

3.2. A Particular Data Distribution for each Object

Using a referent/proxy paradigm enables us to choose a par-
ticular data distribution for each object, contrary to the exist-
ing CVE systems, which are designed with only one data dis-
tribution mode for all the object. In fact, for each object and
on each node, a simple boolean indicates if the object ver-
sion is a referent or a proxy, and consequently if this object
version has to process the object behavior and modification
requests or not. So the referent locations can be different for
each object, and an object can also have several referents on
different nodes. When several referents are used for a same
object, a concurrency control must be achieved to avoid that
concurrent modifications are done on each referent.

The choice of the data distribution at the object level is
motivated by the fact that each object does not have the same
need for consistency according to the function that this ob-
ject fulfills in the virtual environment. For example an ob-
ject, such as a pointer, used to show something to another
user, or temporally animated objects which have to progress
at the same time on each node will require a strong consis-
tency. However, a static object decorating the virtual envi-
ronment will probably not require a strong consistency. So it
can be interesting that this kind of objects requires just few
network transmissions in order to reduce the global commu-
nication cost. Moreover, some tools used for object manipu-
lation will require a good responsiveness during interactions
instead of a strong consistency.

3.3. Dynamic Changes of Data Distribution Mode

With the referent/proxy paradigm, it is quite simple to dy-
namically change an object data distribution mode during a
collaborative session. If the data is already on proxies (see
Figure1(a)), only the status boolean has to be changed to
indicate that a proxy is now a referent, and vice versa. If the
data is not on proxies (see Figure1(b)), object data has to
be transferred from a referent, before a proxy can become
a referent. So data distribution can be easily changed from
one mode to another to adapt this data distribution to user’s
actions or network troubles during a session. In the same
way, the referent can be moved to the interacting user node
when the hybrid mode is used (migration mechanism). The
following examples illustrate dynamic changes for each data
distribution mode:

• centralized mode→ hybrid mode: if a user needs to use
a 3D pointer to precisely manipulate a virtual object, the
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3D pointer referent can be moved to the user node to offer
good responsiveness during the manipulation.

• hybrid mode→ centralized mode: if now the user wants to
use this 3D pointer to show a point of interest in the virtual
environment to another user, the 3D pointer referent can
be moved to a server to ensure that the two users see this
pointer at the same location at the same time.

• centralized or hybrid mode→ replicated mode: in case
of network troubles, the replicated mode can be used to
reduce network communications and enables users to in-
teract in spite of network issues.

• replicated mode→ centralized or hybrid mode: if an ob-
ject behavior suddenly requires high processing power for
specific processing as scientific data computation, the ob-
ject referent can be moved on a server or on a node with
high processing power to not overload all the nodes.

Rules for data distribution changes can be determined by
the object behaviors or by the application controller. So this
rules could be defined in the application configuration files
or in the object description files (see section6).

4. Instantiation of the Data Distribution Model for
Collaborative Scientific Visualization

This adaptive data distribution model has been used to de-
sign a new CVE system dedicated to collaborative scientific
data visualization. This project about collaborative scientific
data visualization aims to enable remote experts to visual-
ize complex scientific data together by sharing a common
virtual environment in an industrial context. So it imposes
several requirements on the system design:

• The amount of scientific data is very large and users need
to perform post-processing on this data. So the data must
be computed on a cluster.

• This data can be confidential data from industry. So users
can only access to the data through a secured portal and
secured connections such as HTTPS connections.

• The CVE system must be easy to deploy in an industrial
context. So it has to be able to deal with mainstream hard-
ware, standard internet access, and restricted firewalls that
only authorize HTTP/HTTPS connections.

• The project has many different fields of applications from
fluid mechanics simulation to CAD model assembling. So
the CVE system has to enable users to perform various
tasks in the virtual environment from simple visualization
of animated objects to collaborative manipulations.

To deal with these requirements, our system uses a
client/server network architecture. It makes it possible to
have a “single point of truth”: the server enables users to
access to data on the cluster and to log on the secured
portal. HTTP/HTTPS connections through this server are
used to deal with security restrictions, standard internet ac-
cess, and easy deployments in industrial contexts. Using a
client/server network architecture can have a strong impact

Figure 5: Modification of an object in hybrid mode when a
client/server architecture is used

Figure 6: Modification of an object in replicated mode when
a client/server architecture is used

on interaction latency and gap in consistency according to
which data distribution mode is used. For the centralized
mode, these values are the same because all communica-
tions already pass through a server in this mode. However,
for the hybrid mode, the interaction latency when a user
interacts with a proxy and the gap in consistency are dou-
bled (see Figure5). And, for the replicated mode, only the
gap in consistency is doubled (see Figure6). Despite these
drawbacks, the hybrid and replicated mode are useful with a
client/server network architecture. Even if the scientific data
are computed on the server, these two modes enable users to
have good responsiveness when they manipulate the scien-
tific data (modify pre-computed parameters, etc.). They also
make it possible to execute simple behaviors on the client
such as temporal animation.

Table2 summarizes the new values of interaction latency
and gap in consistency of the three data distribution modes
when a client/server network architecture is used. The fea-
tures of each mode are still the same than when communi-
cations do not have to pass through a server, but differences
between modes are increased.

To achieve HTTP/HTTPS connections, a “long polling"
technique, as in ShareX3D [JFM∗08], is used to overcome
the fact that it is not possible for HTTP to make requests
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Data distribution mode user IL others IL GC

Centralized 2L 2L 0

Hybrid
Referent on user node

0 (referent) 2L (proxy) 2L (ref. ↔ proxy)
0 (proxy↔ proxy)

Hybrid
Proxy on user node

4L (proxy) 2L (referent)
4L (proxy)

2L (ref. ↔ proxy)
0 (proxy↔ proxy)

Replicated 0 2L 2L

Table 2: IL and GC for user interaction according to the
data distribution mode with a client/server architecture

from server to nodes. Establishing a new connection after
each message sending slows down the communication, es-
pecially when the events are sent with high frequency rates.
So this technique increases the valueL of the network la-
tency, and consequently differences of interaction latency
(IL) and gap in consistency (GC) between each data distri-
bution mode are also increased.

A “lockstep synchronization”, as in OpenMASK
[MAC∗02], can be achieved for the three modes of data
distribution. For replicated data distribution, it ensures that
the object behavior is executed at the same time on all the
nodes. It is the only way to guarantee consistency, otherwise
each node executes the object behavior as fast as it can and
inconsistencies quickly appear. For centralized or hybrid
data distribution, the consistency is already guaranteed by
the data distribution model, but a synchronization can be
used to improve the consistency by ensuring that the update
messages are processed at the same time on all the nodes.

5. Experimental Results

We performed measurements on our CVE system. We ran
an experiment on an IntelR© CoreTM2 laptop and on two
Intel R© XeonR© workstations: the laptop ran a server, while
each workstation ran a user’s node. We created an object in a
simplified virtual environment and we measured the latency
(userIL) during interactions with this object and the gap in
consistency (GC) between the two nodes when the object
was modified. We perform simple translations and rotations
on this object. The measurements were done:

• for the three mode of data distribution,
• with a strong synchronization (Sc: Yes) between server

and nodes or with no synchronization (Sc: No),
• at several scheduler frequencies (30, 60 and 120 Hz),
• on a LAN (Table3) or a WAN (Table4).

The scheduler processes simulation steps at a given fre-
quency, so the frequency value impacts message sending
and receiving rates. The strong synchronization is performed
with a “lockstep” managed by the server. For LAN, ma-
chines were connected by 100Mb Ethernet. For WAN, they
were connected over the Internet by about 450 km of pro-
fessional network and 350 km of standard Internet network
between server and nodes. Tables3 and4 show mean values
(in ms) of 2000 object modifications for each case.

Sc Data distribution

user IL GC
Frequency (Hz) Frequency (Hz)

(Sim. step time (ms)) (Sim. step time (ms))
30 60 120 30 60 120

(33) (17) (8) (33) (17) (8)

No

Centralized 64.7 29.4 20.1 4.5 4.2 2.8
Hybrid - Referent 0.005 0.005 0.005 39.0 22.0 12.6
Hybrid - Proxy 104.4 55.4 35.5 42.9 25.0 17.2

Replicated 0.005 0.005 0.005 37.2 21.8 12.4

Yes

Centralized 65.1 36.2 27.6 0.0 0.2 0.2
Hybrid - Referent 0.005 0.005 0.005 45.5 24.3 14.4
Hybrid - Proxy 120.0 56.1 42.7 46.1 24.3 18.0

Replicated 0.005 0.005 0.005 42.3 25.2 14.0

Table 3: IL and GC (in ms) for user interaction on a LAN

Sc Data distrib.

user IL GC
Frequency (Hz) Frequency (Hz)

(Sim. step time (ms)) (Sim. step time (ms))
30 60 120 30 60 120

(33) (17) (8) (33) (17) (8)

No

Centralized 200.6 180.4 160.4 18.6 23.7 22.1
Hybrid - Ref. 0.004 0.004 0.004 209.3 207.3 207.4
Hybrid - Pro. 405.9 387.2 373.0 195.1 202.3 195.5
Replicated 0.003 0.003 0.003 215.4 216.4 214.2

Yes

Centralized 207.7 203.2 195.5 1.4 1.8 1.9
Hybrid - Ref. 0.004 0.004 0.004 166.0 164.2 161.7
Hybrid - Pro. 410.4 400.1 396.6 166.6 163.6 164.1
Replicated 0.003 0.003 0.003 166.0 162.9 162.5

Table 4: IL and GC (in ms) for user interaction on a WAN

These measurements correspond to the abstract values
presented in Table2. However, when network communica-
tions are really fast (LAN), we can see that the frequency
impacts the userIL and theGC. For example, in Table3,
user IL in centralized mode is about twice as long as the
simulation step time (it requires one simulation step time on
the node and one on the server). But, the simulation step time
becomes almost negligible in comparison to network latency
with slow connections (WAN - Table4). In the same way, a
strong synchronization increases the userIL and does not
improve the consistency on the LAN because it slows down
the simulation step processing. But, on a WAN, a strong syn-
chronization reduces theGC and the increase of the userIL
is almost negligible. Finally, we can see in Table4 that even
the worst interaction case on a WAN (interaction with a re-
mote referent through a proxy in the hybrid mode) seems
acceptable according to Delaney et al. [DWM06] (user IL
between 30 and 400 ms). Nevertheless, our adaptive model
makes it possible to always avoid this worst case by either
moving the referent on the interacting user node, or changing
the data distribution mode (hybrid to centralized).

We also performed measurements of processing load and
network communications. This experiment was done on the
WAN with a scheduler at 60 Hz and a strong synchroniza-
tion. So we created 12 animated objects (with a behavior
evolving in time) in the virtual environment. First, the 12
objects used the centralized mode (12 Centr.). Then, 4 used
the centralized mode and 8 used the hybrid mode with 4 ref-
erents on the user1’s node and the 4 other referents on the
user2’s node (3x4 Hybr.). Finally, the 12 objects used the
replicated mode (12 Replic.). We measured the execution
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Figure 7: Execution time of behaviors and update messages
received on each node for processing 12 animated objects

time (in µs) of the object behaviors and the number of up-
date messages received on each node (see Figure7).

In the centralized mode (12 Centr), all processing is done
on the server and the other nodes receive an update mes-
sages for each object. The hybrid mode3x4 Hybrdistributes
processing among the nodes, but requires a lot of network
communications. On the contrary, the replicated mode (12
Replic) increases processing on each node, but does not send
update messages. For3x4 Hybrand12 Replic, the difference
between execution time on server and on nodes is due to a
high processing power of the nodes (workstation).

6. Conclusion and Future Work

To enable users to perform an effective collaboration in a vir-
tual environment, a good consistency has to be maintained
between the users’ nodes. However, maintaining CVE con-
sistency must not reduce user interaction capability by de-
creasing the system responsiveness. The stronger the net-
work constraints are (low bandwidth, secured protocols), the
more CVE systems must deal with the application’s partic-
ular requirements to reach a good trade-off between consis-
tency and responsiveness. So we propose an adaptive data
distribution model. This model enables our CVE system to
achieve three data distribution modes to deal with several
applications requirements and various kinds of network con-
nection. The data distribution mode can be individually cho-
sen for each object according to the function that it fulfills
in the virtual environment. Moreover, this data distribution
can be dynamically changed during a session to adapt itself
to the tasks that users need to perform in the CVE. Finally,
measurements of interaction latency and gap in consistency
between remote computers show that each data distribution
mode has its own performance characteristics. So, adapting
the data distribution according to the application require-
ments improves collaboration and interaction capabilities of
CVE users, especially with a WAN.

Future work will focus on developing a syntax to describe
rules of data distribution changes for each object. Accord-
ing to the user actions or to the network status, these rules
could determine when the data distribution mode of an ob-
ject must be changed. We would propose extensions to an

XML language (such as X3D or Collada) in order to include
such rules in the description of the shared virtual world.
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